
Texas Chapter of the American Shore & Beach Preservation Association Meeting
February 25, 2009, Austin Texas at El Charro Restaurant, 15th & Lavaca.  

We expected 40 people to attend the meeting and we had approximately 80 in attendance.  
Tables had to be rearranged to accommodate everyone and the meeting began around 
11:00 AM.  The purpose of the meeting was to hear primarily from the GLO where the 
Texas Chapter could support legislation in the 81st Legislative Session.

General Land Office:
Larry Layne – Deputy Land Commissioner:  Larry began the meeting and advised 
besides coastal issues, the GLO is involved in other areas such as generating $890 million 
for the School Fund. However, after Ike the major task is now to clean beaches and 
remove debris from Galveston Bay.  FEMA does not front money but re-imburses for any 
approved expenditures.  After 6 to 8 weeks, the GLO asked the State for $52 million and 
received $39 million.  The State transferred the funds from another Agency to the GLO, 
which occurred on December 17, more than three months after Ike struck.  A contract 
was issued to Crowder Gulf.  

Communication was vital with communities devastated by Ike and the GLO had weekly 
calls with the City and County to keep everyone apprised of efforts and to resolve/discuss 
any problems.  A mobile unit was dispatched to Galveston Island and Bolivar Peninsula 
to issue permits and to discuss any problems that homeowners had.  The 4.5 LOV line 
was established for debris cleanup and permit procedures.  FEMA has been and is very 
difficult agency to deal with and very frustrating.

Jody Henneke – Deputy Commissioner, Coastal Resources:  Jody mentioned after 
Ike, it was a marathon sprint speed to get work done and there were many challenges.  
Emergency rules had to be established for 120 days and then extended another 60 days.  
In addition, the enforcement of the Open Beaches Act had to be suspended unless there 
were health hazards.  The 4.5 LOV line was established above mean sea level where 
at this elevation natural vegetation establishes itself as determined by the Bureau of 
Economic Geology.  LYDAR and ground work keeps a measure of the 4.5 LOV line.  

The GLO decided if a house straddles the line; it is considered landward and can be 
permitted.  The GLO developed a list of frequently asked questions that were distributed 
all along the coast.  Although certain rules prevail for sand cleaning and removal, the 
GLO cannot be sand cops and people and communities have to use good judgment.  The 
GLO retrofitted a trailer to use as a ground information booth with 2 people at a time 
manning the facility and it has been in operation since November for Galveston Island 
and the Bolivar Peninsula.

As far as debris on the beach, the contractor started in December and should be finished 
by Spring Break.  Side scan sonar will be used for the surf zone and bay, not for 
subdivisions.



Emergency rules are in effect.  The beach will recover as well as the LOV line but maybe 
not as before – it could take 4 seasons or two years.  The GLO may allow 2 years before 
the LOV line is determined.  The rules were posted for comment and expires March 13.  
The rules allow:

• Local government to issue permits
• Clay and sandy clay core dunes
• Break away walls
• Use of fiber crete for foundations and driveways
• To build dunes 20 feet in front of the 4.5 LOV line and by April, it will be 30 feet.
• Beach access points changed beyond repair
• Local government maintain and clean debris from the public beach.

Jody did mention FEMA continues to be a challenge.

Trace Finley – the GLO is classifying issues into 3 areas: Funding, better planning, and 
funding.  Erosion resolutions to be mandatory this session but they will not mandate 
setbacks.  The erosion resolutions will be necessary in awarding CEPRA dollars.

The GLO plans to ask the State to fund CEPRA $50 million and the funds would be 
generated through the Sales Tax for Sporting Goods, which the GLO requests 20%.  
Senator Estes has introduced the Bill and a key legislator Senator Ogden Chairs the 
Senate Finance Committee.

Another major legislation to be passed is to close Rollover Pass, which has and is causing 
considerable erosion in the area.  Fisherman will protest the action but the Galveston 
County has approved of the GLO decision.

The GLO wants to take advantage of the Federal Governments Stimulus Package.  They 
will work with communities in how dollars will be spent have coastal projects to meet 
the criteria to get the funds quickly with “Shovel Ready” projects.  The window of 
opportunity is about 120 days and the GLO is aggressively searching for projects.

Eddie Fisher – Effective March 1, new responsibilities will be CEPRA, Coastal 
Coordination Council, NRDA, and coastal erosion.  John Gillen will now handle Dunes 
and Beaches and CIAP.

Lorrie Council – assuming legislation will be passed, CEPRA VI will become effective 
9/1/09 and projects will have to be submitted by July 1.  Information on the PGS will go 
out in April.

John Gillen advised with CIAP projects, still working on the 12 applications for the 
2007 period.  MMS is slow and very bureaucratic and slow and always asking the same 
questions.  For CIAP 2008, it is on hold until CIAP 2007 is finished.  $750 million is 
sitting in the CIAP account and with the economic crises; Texas as well as the other 5 
coastal states could use the funds.



Commissioner Jerry Patterson spoke during lunch and advised since Ike, the 
Legislature now truly understands about preservation rather than wait until later. They 
are more willing to talk about sand on the beaches to preserve what we have.  Loss of 
infrastructure and the Hotel/Motel tax.  The Commissioner feels the MMS (Materials 
Management Services who oversees the CIAP finding process) is incompetent and are 
too slow in dispersing funds but this is inherent in all bueauracracies in that they do not 
want to make mistakes.  The GLO attitude is there is money on the table; they will go for 
it aggressively.  The Commissioner reviewed how the State has jurisdiction to 3 leagues 
or 10.3 miles off the coast verses 3 miles for other coastal states.  

Other discussions that occurred during the luncheon:
Cameron Perry – HDR/Shiner Moseley and on the Executive Committee of the 
ASBPA:  Stressed the need of the Texas Chapter to have a unified voice in Austin 
and Washington and to bring issues and concerns to submit to the legislators.  For the 
upcoming ASBPA Washington Conference  3/25-3/27, Cameron requested all Texas 
coastal communities to submit their Federal legislative agenda so when we meet the 
legislators, we will have a unified voice.  Cameron will help coordinate the efforts for the 
Washington visit.

Fred McCutchin:  Tom Linton and Fred have been working on Texas coastal cities 
adopting resolutions to request funds for beach cleaning activities.  Several coastal 
communities have adopted a resolution and if any one needs a sample copy to please 
request.  One will be sent out to all Chapter members.

Bill Hanson from Great Lakes Dredging Company discussed HB 1602 from the last 
legislative session that was passed that prevents plaintives from issuing frivolous law 
suits against dredging firms.  Bill is concerned about law firms that will try to change 
elements in the Bill.  The Texas Chapter supported HB 1602 in the last session and we 
will continue.  

Marie Garrett:  Talked about the windstorm insurance committee meeting she attended 
the day before and efforts of Texas areas wanting increases in rates.  

John Adams – www.sarguassum.org – talked about the upcoming sargassum symposium 
in Port Aransas April 20 and 30.  More information will be available about this 
conference.

Jerry Mohn  advised the Texas Chapter website is up and running once again after more 
than a year hiatus.  We thank the Texas A&M University at Galveston and the website 
committee in making this happen.  Please visit the website at:  www.texasasbpa.org

Jerry Mohn  also advised that Rob Kite will no longer be handling the newsletter as he 
has new employment and can no longer administer the program.  Rob will put together 
one more newsletter before departing and we thank him for all the years of service in 
creating and administering the newsletter.  The Texas Chapter is looking for a volunteer 
to replace Rob and to please contact either Larry Wise or Jerry Mohn.



Legislator Meeting:
The luncheon ended around 1:30 PM.  We then adjourned for the legislator meetings at 
the Capital.  We originally had E1.016 in the Capital Building but we were bumped and 
moved to Room 210 Sam Houston Building.  We had about 45 people attend. 

Former Senator and Lobbyist Babe Schwartz talked about the origin of the Open 
Beaches Act and Spanish Civil law.  Senator Schwartz talked about the issues of 
windstorm insurance for this session and the efforts of the Galveston Windstorm Action 
Committee over the years in keeping rates low.  With Ike, a big effort of insurance 
firms and TWIA will be to increase rates.  The Texas Chapter should follow the lead on 
Windstorm Insurance by State representative Craig Eiland and Senator Mike Jackson.  
We should also support Senator Ellis SB 697 that prohibits insurers from denying 
coverage for storm surge.      

Michael Kovacs from Port Aransas introduced their lobbyist, Bob Stolkin, who 
discussed actions necessary in this legislative session from the coastal communities. 

Alita Bagley from South Padre introduced their lobbyist, Clint Smith, who discussed 
the sand funding projects in the area.  He stressed the importance of the group to support 
SB 539 for Senator Estes Bill to use 25% of the Sporting Goods Tax for CEPRA and 
to testify at the hearings.  Also, to write letters in support of the Bill and when the Bill 
comes to he floor to have people in the stands.  

Jonathon Dumar, Legislative Aide, for Senator Kel Seliger of Amarillo, Texas, 
wanted to show support of the Chapter’s efforts with the windstorm insurance.  Amarillo 
has natural disasters from tornados and they are very supportive of the Texas Coastal 
efforts with windstorm insurance.

State Representative Tara Rios and two of her aides from South Padre represents the 
largest section of the Texas Coastland.  She would like the Chapter to support Eiland’s 
HB 656 Bill for Hotel/Motel taps for echo tourism.  Also, to support HB 1213 that allows 
access on beaches for golf carts for handicap and disabled people.  HB 1324 is another 
Hot tax bill that would help South Padre for beach maintenance and nourishment where 
tax would be raised 1.5 cents with ½ cent dedicated to beach nourishment and 1 cent 
dedicated to economic development.  

State Representative Todd Hunter and two of his aides from Corpus Christi 
discussed windstorm insurance legislation with HB 1219 where funds stays in the 
accounts and is not taxed by the IRS. The TWIA Board needs to be re-organized so funds 
stays in the account and are not taxed.

The meeting adjourned at 3:15 PM.



Respectfully submitted,

Jerry Mohn
President
Texas ASBPA Chapter


